Minutes of e-mail meeting of the Math 1113 Committee

The committee communicated by email during spring semester of 2005. The following tasks were completed:

1. The committee developed a list of strengths and weaknesses for the textbooks under review. The discipline voted to adopt the following two texts:


2. Following the result of the textbook vote, the committee wrote a teaching guide for the Larson textbook. Minor revisions were made to the teaching guide for the Stewart text.

3. The committee discussed various options for packaging supplements with the Larson text and discussed the possibility of using a custom paperback version of the Larson textbook. The committee decided to use the regular hardcover edition of the Larson text and not to use the custom paperback version. Information on various packages available with the book was given to the department chairs. Chairs, in consultation with their faculty and bookstores, may use the option that best fits their campus situation.

For reference, the ISBN information for the books follows:


textbook alone: 0-618-39476-1
textbook with eduspace and mathspace cd: 0618-669507
textbook with eduspace: 0-618-56261-3
textbook with mathspace: 0-618-54436-4

For students purchasing a used book, Eduspace can be purchased separately if the instructor requires it: 0-618-52634-X.

For $2.10 more to the bookstore, a package that contains the textbook, the student solutions manual, eduspace, the mathspace cd, and a set of instructional DVD’s that accompany the book is available. The ISBN for this package is: 0-618-58519-2